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INTRODUCTION

In this model I seek to provide a simplified approach to solving permeation problems
. addressed bj TMAP4.1'2 I will assume that there are m one-dimensional segments with

thickness Li, i - 1, 2, ..., m, joined in series with an implantation flux, Ji, implanting at the
single depth, 6, in the first segment. From material properties and heat transfer

• considerations, I calculate temperatures at each f_ce of each segment, and from those

temperatures I find local diffusivities and solubilities. I assume recombination coefficients Kr_

and K.. are known at the upstream and downstream faces, respectively, but the model will
generate Baskes 3 recombination coefficient values on demand. Here l first develop the
steady-state concentration equations and then show how trapping considerations can lead to
good estimates of permeation transient times.

BASIC TRANSPORT MODEL

The physical situation addressed by this model is shown in Figure 1. The fundamental
equation governing tritium transport in a material is

Ji i r

Q

Jr_- ----_ J p

...... T(x) Kr 2Kr 1 .........

E _" h c
T h Segment I Segment 2 Tc

X 1

L1 L 2

Figure 1. Conceptualization of quantities and relationships used in the present model.
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where n represents the mobile tritium concentration in the material, and n, is the local trapped
atom concentration. J is the flux of tritium atoms through the material given by

J = -DN Vn + n_VT (2)
RT 2

Here D is the tritium diffusivity in the material, given by the standara Arrhenius expression, n
is the tritium atom fraction in the material, and Q* is the heat of transport. N is the number
density of the host lattice atoms.

For the steady-state solution, the fundamental relation is
V .J = 0 (3)

Keeping in mind that D is temperature dependent and that on any segment VT will be a
constant, Eqs.(2) and (3) may be combined to give

Ej+Q " Et-2RT
V:n+ VTVn+ O'(VT)2n = 0 (4)

RT 2 (RT2) 2 -

Now with the definitions

/3 = Ea + Q'VT (5)
2R <7> 2

and

Ej - 2R<7>
y = O. (v T)2 (6)

Eq.(4) becomes

V2n + 213Vn + 7n = 0 (7)

which, if the coefficients can be considered constants, is easily solved as

n(x) = Cl exp(khx ) + C2 exp(_,2x ) (8)

n(x) = exp(-f3x)[Clcos(qx ) + C2sin(qx)] (9)

or

n(x) = (C_ + C2x)exp(-/3x ) (10)

depending on whether the k_ are real and distinct (Type I), complex conjugates (Type II), or
real and equal (TYPE III), respectively. For sake of simplification, I adopt constant values of
the material property coefficients, 13and 7, based on the average temperature in each segment,
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<T> = (tl)
where T1 and T2 are the upstream and downstream face temperatures for that segment,
respectively. In the above equations C1 and Cz are constants that depend on the boundary

• conditions, and

_1 = -[3 + 2_y (12)

(13)
and

q = _y-]3 2
(14)

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

There are really m+l regions requiring boundary conditions. The first segment is
divided into two regions, one upstream and one downstream of x = 6. I will refer to the

constants on the short upstream segment as _1 and _'2. At the upstream face (x = 0),
recombination is assumed to be second order, and a constraint is that

_ n,O ' ] (15)
J.tK n(N( = 131N ! Vn[_=o + - VT: " R < T>2 /
where

6 1 - q_ (16)
l.t--- 2 +

s

accounts for DT molecule formation as well as T_ for tritium fraction, qb,and D_ is the
diffusivity evaluated at x I = 0. Note that this assumes Sieverts' law solution and, therefore,
will generally not apply to oxide films. For convenience, define

Q, .
rl, = _Vli (17)

R<7>7

Then, when the functional forms of n and Vn from Eqs.(8) - (10) are put into Eq.(15) and
x --+ 0, then there results for Type I, II, or III solutions, respectively

N 1_ K r \2

]¢_7 ((_t + _2) - (_', + rl,)(',- (?v= + rl,)(a2 = 0 (18)

N, j.tK
"_ 012 + (]31--ql)Ol -- q(_'2 = 0 (19)D

or
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N 1_K
r_'l_ + ([31--'1]1)_1 -- Q'%2 "- 0 (20)

Dl,

At the x = 6 interface in segment 1, the chemical potentials are equal. This is expressed
by

n(5-) = n(5.) (21)
,J

where 6 and 6+ refer to the approaches to the x = 6 surface from the upstream and
downstream directions, respectively. There must also be a flux continuity at x = ,5 such that

j(8*)_j(8 -) = _j. (22)

After some rearrangement I get for this implantation-depth interface boundary condition

+ (C, - _',)_.lexp(kl6)+ (C2 - _'2)_.2exp(_26) =0 (23)
NiDl,

']i
_ exp (13,8 ) +cos( q, fi )[ q(Cz,-_ )-13(C,:- (_"_)]
N1D1, _ (24)

+sin(q,8)[q(C,-C] ) +[3(_ - ('.z,)] = 0

and

qS.// exp(13_6) C_ - _2 13_[_,-C,.+8(_2-C_ )] = 0 (25)
+ +

NID1 " , ..

for the various solution types, respectively.

Now at the interfaces between the segments, the same basic equations for continuity of
chemical potential and flux exist. Because the solution may be of different type from one
segment to another, these relations are best found for each type in segment i+1 as functions of
the corresponding concentrations or gradients in the ith segment. For concentration

5_
tli+ 1 -- n. '°,.-..-_ (26)

t '_2

and flux continuity requires

NiD2(Vn+rln); = N.+lD].,(Vn+qn)i+l (27)

Note that x is reset to zero at the upstream face of each segment.

Specifically, for Type I segments, these conditions are reflected by
and

,q
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NID2 Sl .

,__D_,.:(v n' +rl;ni) - ni S_.,"'(rl;. _+k_,.,) (28)N.
C._ =

St ' -C (29)
Cl,,l -- H i_ "2"t

For Type II segments

Sly,1

C_ _ = n._ (30)
J* I $2 I

and

ND2
-l,.,(f_'"q;") (31)

A'i+ iD!., (V?li+qitli)+C

"": qi +1

For Type III segments

$1._
C (32)I, = t7._

and

NiD 2

(f'._ ---- (V,/i+]]i,li) +_ i. (_i. 1 - ]_i., ) (33)

At the downstream face, recombination is assumed to be again second order such that
the permeation flux is given by

./ = j.tK n_ N_ (34)

Similarly at the upstream face, the reemission flux is

.I r = _K n1?NI" (35)

Then mass conservation requires that

_']i --'Jp --'Jr -- 0 (36)

SOLUTION ALGORITHM

The approach taken for solution is to estimate the fracti3n, F, of tritium implanted that

permeates at the downstream face. That leads to an estimate of ('_ on the basis that (l-F) of

the implantation flux returns by diffusion to the upstream face as reemission flux. Then with

the additional condition that the diffusive flux of (1-/;)qb.li to the surface must recombine in a

second-order process, it may be shown that for Type I problems
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N1DI ' -( _'2,+rl, ) ltK,, N2 (37)

The corresponding function for both Types II and III is

i "_KqN?

Then I use the equations above to estimate in turn _',,. C1,, C_., and for successive segments

beyond the first, C1. and C2,. That gives a temporary definition for each of the concentration
profiles in each segment. The concentration at the downstream edge may then be used with
Eq.(34) evaluated at x = Lm to get the permeating flux. Then

- F-__4' (39)

becomes an error fhnction that can be zeroed. Because of the second-order recombination

process at the outside surfaces, it is found that using n times its absolute value in evaluating Jp
with Eq.(34) makes possible negative values of W for F between 0 and 1 where that zero
Occurs.

An important part of the process of finding the concentration equation coefficients is the

step of obtaining _2 from _1. This is done with the aid of Eqs.(18), (19), or (20), depending
on the solution type. It is straightforward for Type II and Type III cases, but for Type I,

Eq.(18) is a quadratic with some interesting implications. If Eq.(18) is solved for _, and

g = ()_ +rl, ) (40)
2_tKr N ! ",

is defined for convenience, there results

_. =g 1+ 2-- ' " +I - _
. g (X.2+rll) l

Since ¢'_ and ¢'z must be real, a requirement must then be that

+ )2-g(_2. rll) -D 1 (_.: +1"11
_, > = (42)

2(_!, -_2:) 4btKr_Nl(_'l,-_2)

This provides a negative lower bound for values of C_. The requirement that nl > 0 will be
met if
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g 1+ 2m ' +1 > 0
g (k2 +rll)

Depending on the algebraic sign of the heat of transport and its magnitude relative to the
diffusion activation energy, Ed, and on the temperature, g may be negative. If g _<0 then only

" the negative sign in the solution of Eq.(43) will give a positive value for the left side, and
there is a further requirement that

2-- _>0 (44)
g (_-2+rli)

which will be met if _'1 ->0 (note that g and (X,:, + rl_) are always of the same sign). If
g >_0 then the positive sign in Eq.(43) will always give a positive value of n_. The negative
sign solution will also give a positive value provided that

_'_ (Z,1-Z,2)
-1 < 2_ ' _ < 0 (45)

g (_,2+qi)

which requires _'_ < 0. Hence there is a range

-D i (_g2. + qi )2

< _', < 0 (46)
4 btKr_N l( X,l.- X,2.)

for positive g over which a double valued solution may exist. ReJecting the positive sign
when the negative-sign solution is available gives good agreement with TMAP4 calculations.

TRANSIENT TIMES

The time evolution of the permeation current, ./p, in the classical one-dimensional
problem where a plate with concentrations n(x,t) where n(x>0,0) = 0 and n(0,0) = n,,, where
n(L,t) = 0, and where temperature gradient effects are negligible, is given by the equation

= <' 1 + 2 (-1)" exp -m---
'/' L ,,,=1 1:1,

where the characteristic diffusion time, XD,is given by
L 2

"_rJ= (48)
_2D

Breakthrough is usually defined to occur at _D/2, the time-axis intercept of the steepest
tangent.

The permeation rate development is estimated for the above idealized problem as
, essentially a saturating exponential function with time constant xD and offset from the t = 0

axis by XD/2. Inventory buildup has the same time constant but no delay.



In estimating the times required to get breakthrough for the multiple-segment problem
encountered here, I note that for linear problems such as this, one may take the total diffusion
transient time as the simple sum of the diffusion times for each of the segments. That is

-- _ Li (49)"CD --
•= _-D i

It is entirely possible that one segment will have a substantially longer diffusion time than the
rest of the segments in which case the total time will be close to that longest one. Likewise,
if trapping effects are evident, one may again sum the characteristic times for the individual
segments to arrive at the overall time.

Detailed discussion of the effects of trapping on permeation transients is provided
elsewhere, 4 but a brief summary is given here. Two limits must be considered. In the
effective diffusivity limit, the traps are present and delay the permeation transient, but their
effects are virtually indistinguishable from a reduction in the diffusivity. The effective
diffusivity is given by

D
D_ =

(1.1 (so)
.J )

where the trapping parameter, _, is

_ = k2Vexp _ E, (51)

In this equation E is the material lattice spacing, v is the Debye frequency (typically 1013si),

and p_and E, j are the trap concentration fraction and trapping energy for the jth trap type.

When the trapping characteristics are known, Eqs.(50) and (51) may be used to find D_r
which is then substituted for D in Eq.(48) to find the characteristic permeation time, "cD. Then
breakthrough and permeation transient development may be estimated for PFC components
using the standard formula.

The inventory for the ith segment in the effective diffusivity limit is just l+l/_i times
the inventory given by the classical diffusion model.

The other limit is the strong trapping limit. There, the traps so dominate atom
movement that effectively none of the diffusing tritium can get past them until they become
filled. Hence, a front moves through the plate behind which traps are all filled and the
mobile concentration is non-zero and ahead of which neither trapped nor mobile atoms of the
diffusing species are present. In that case the breakthrough time is given by

L2p
_,, = (52)

2n_D

In the strong trapping limit, no permeation occurs until _s, and then permeation quickly jumps
to its steady state value. The total inventory in this limit is 1 + 9/n times the mobile atom
inventory.
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The determination as to whether the effective-diffusivity or the strong-trapping limit
may apply lies in the comparison of _ and n/p. If _ >> n/p then the effective diffusivity limit
applies and vice versa. For situations when _ _ n/p, neither of these limits is satisfactory, and
an intermediate value must be found. As an interpolating function, consider again Eq.(1)
which may be rewritten as

n, ] (sa)
N.--_.c_ n(l+_) = V.J

• c3t n

or

[(' ]N 0 n 1+_ = V-J (54)?l
Ot

P

If the ratio of trapped to mobile tritium concentrations, --nt, could be considered constant, then
n

the term in parentheses on the left side of Eqs.(53) and (54) may be thought of as the scale
factor for problem time. If _ >> n/p, then this is the case, and the effective-diffusivity time
scaling results. If _ is of the order of or less than n/p, then the issue is more clouded.

tl

In equilibrium _.2'may be obtained by equating the trapping rate to the release rate
?l

E, (ss)
n p-%) = n, vexp -k2

This leads to

n 1
;! n (56)

P

with _ as defined in Eq.(51). Note further that _,. as given by Eq.(52) is related to the simple
diffusional breakthrough time by

= [ n2 P _;) (57)Zs

[ n_ 2

If n/p in Eq.(54) were replaced by n/n2p, then in the _ << n 9 case, the right value would be
obtained. For the general segment, n_ is the upstream tritium concentration in steady state.
These relationships suggest that the characteristic breakthrough time for a segment may be
taken as

9



xz_ I

xB = _ 1 * n (58)
_+_

_:2p

This is found to give good agreement with TMAP4 calculations.

INVENTORY AND PERMEATION •

Mobile atom inventory is found as the simple integral over the thickness of the
concentrations. Hence, for a Type I segment

C, [exp ) 1] _,'[exp(_,,Li)-l] (59)I = N _ (klL i - +

while for Types II and III, respectively

{ exp(-_iLi)[sin(qiLi)(Cl,qi-C2,_Ji)-c°s(qiLi)(Cl,_i+C2,qi)]+Cl fli+C2,qi } (60)
I = N _2 + qi: '

and

] = N i _,1_[ 1 -exp(-J3,Li)]+-_-[ -exp(-13iL,)(! +13;Li)]

Trapped atom inventory" is simply taken as

n II=I'---
' n <n> (62)

19

Tritium permeation is found by evaluating J at the downstream boundary using Eq.(2)
OF

.I = ,,? ,K/ (63)

where n is determined from one of Eqs.(8)to (10) depending on the type of the mth segment.

The solution has been encoded in Microsoft BASICA. A listing of the source code is in
the Appendix. It is important to run in full double precision mode (add the/D parameter on
starting BASICA). Outputs include screen tabular data on the parameters calculated and a
concentration profile plot.

w
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ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM

For a comparison problem, I have selected one referenced by Causey et al.5 that
involves 2 mm of beryllium on a 5-mm thick vanadium substrate. Three segments are used.

. The first is a 100-nm thick beryllium surface layer with a trap concentration p = 0.01 and
average trap energy of 1.8 eV. The second layer is the remainder of the beryllium, 2-mm
thick, with a trap concentration of 0.001, again at 1.8 eV. No trapping is assumed in the

• vanadium layer. Input parameters are listed in Table 1. Heat fluxes and surrounding
temperatures were adjusted to give the same temperature distributions as the same problem
solved using TMAP4.

Table I. Input file with the parameters used in the comparison problem.

Test Problemfor Be on V
3 Numberof serialsegments
"Be Film","Be","Vanadium" Segmentmaterialsin order
I Plate area (m^2)
I.e-7,0.002, 0.005 SegmentthicknessesL(i) (m)
8.542e5 Heat load to surface (W/m^2)
Ie21 Implantationflux (D+T/m^2s)
1.0 Tritiumfractionof flux
1.5e-8 Implantationdepth (m)
"Set Value" Flag: use "Baskes"for that Kr
1.0000e-30 Upstreamrecombinationcoefficientor al
Ie-I0 Downstreamrecombinationcoefficientor a2
602 Coolanttemperature(K)
923 Radiantheat sink temperature(K)
5000 Convectivecoefficient(W/mA2K)
103, 103, 32 Thermalconductivities(W/mK)
0.0581,0.0581,1.596e-6 Solubilitypre-exponentials(Pa-I/2)
1.0, 1.0, 0.34 Solutionenthalpies(eV)
8.0e-9, 8.0e-9,5.20e-8 Diffusionpre-exponentials(m^2/s)
0.365, 0.365, 0.08 Diffusionactivationenergies (eV)
Ie-6, 1e-6, ie-6 Heats of transport(eV)
1.23e29, 1.23e29,8.46e28 Materialnumberdensities(m-3)
0.01, 0.001, Ie-6 Trap concentrations(atom fraction)
1.8, 1.8, Ie-6 Trap energies (eV)
0.15 Thermalemissivityupstream
1e-5 Convergencelimit
500 Maximumnumber of iterationsallowed

Results of this calculation give good agreement with TMAP4 results. Figure 2 gives a
comparison of the concentration profiles predicted by the two models. They are virtually
identical. Steady-state mobile atom inventory calculated by the present model is 2.35 x 1022
atom/m 2 while the trapped atom inventory is 2.43 × 10 23 atom/m 2. Buildup of mobile anda

trapped inventories in the composite as calculated by TMAP4 are shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, respectively. The majority of the mobile atom inventory is in the 2-mm thick Be
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Thickness (ram)

Figure 2. Comparison of the present model with TMAP4 results for the Be on V comparison
problem.

layer (segment 2). Virtually all of the trapped inventory is in that segment. Trapping in the
thin surface layer is fractionally higher, but it is so thin as to be of little consequence, and no
trapping is assumed to take place in the 5-mm thick vanadium layer.

Permeation history is shown in Figure 5. TMAP4 predicts a comparatively abrupt
permeation transient after a long lag due to trapping effects. The breakthrough time estimated
by the present model is in good agreement, although it is slightly shorter, by approximately
XD/2for the second segment.

CONCLUSIONS

This model is easier to use than TMAP4. For many situations it gives results that are
useful and in good agreement with results obtained from TMAP4. It is not well suited to the
more complex interactive problems addressable with TMAP4.

The general effects of trapping on permeation transients have been described. These
effects can range from a retardation that is indistinguishable from slower diffusivity to a long
delay followed by abrupt permeation. Times associated with these processes are derived

,t
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0

--¢ / Segment 2 -----
Segment 3 ---_

5 / Segment1 _

0 t I , _ "% j
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Figure 3. Mobile atom inventory buildup for the Be on V comparison problem as calculated
by TMAP4.

based on quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium between trap filling and emptying rates.

This model may be readily translated to other high-level languages such as FORTRAN
or C++. It should be useful in estimating tritium performance of plasma-facing components
in a wide variety of applications.

o
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Figure 4. Trapped atom inventory buildup for the Be on V comparison problem as calculated
by TMAP4.
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Figure 5. Permeation history as calculated by TMAP4 for the Be on V comparison problem,
showing the breakthrough time predicted by the present model.
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470 INPUT#1,ALPHAI, Z$" IF KR$<>"Baskes"THEN KRI=ALPHAI"'Read upstream
alpha
480 INPUT#1,ALPHA2, Z$' IF KR$<>"Baskes"THEN KR2=ALPHA2"'Read downstream
alpha
490 INPUT#1,TCOOL, Z$" 'Readcoolanttemperature
500 INPUT#1,THOT, Z$" 'Read radiantheat sink temperature
510 INPUT#1,KCONV, Z$: 'Readconvectiveheat transfercoefficient
520 FOR I=I TO N" INPUT#1,TCOND(1)"NEXT" INPUT#1,Z$ 'Readthermal
conductivities

530 FOR I=l TO N" INPUT#1,SO(1)"NEXT" INPUT#1,Z$ 'Read solubility
pre-exponentials
540 FOR I=l TO N" INPUT#],ES(1)"NEXT" INPUT#1,Z$ 'Read solutionenthalpies
550 FOR I=l TO N" INPUT#1,DO(1)" NEXT" INPUT#1,Z$ 'Readdiffusion
pre-exponentials
560 FOR I=I TO N" INPUT#],ED(1)"NEXT" INPUT#1,Z$ 'Readdiffusionactivation
energies
570 FOR I:I TO N" INPUT#1,QSTAR(1)"NEXT: INPUT#1,Z$ 'Readheats of
transport
580 FOR I=l TO N" INPUT#1,DENS(1)"NEXT" INPUT#1,Z$ 'Readmaterialdensities
590 FOR I=1 TO N" INPUT#1,RHO(1)"NEXT- INPUT#1,Z$ 'Readtrap densities
600 FOR I=l TO N" INPUT#],ET(1)" NEXT" INPUT#1,Z$ 'Read trap energies
610 INPUT#1,EMS, Z$" 'Rea(_upstreamthermalemissivity
620 INPUT#],EPS, Z$" 'Read convergencelimit
630 INPUT#1,MAXIT, Z$" 'Readmaximum numberof iterationsallowed
640 BOLTZ = 5.67E-08"'Set value of Steffan-Boltzmannconstant
650 MU = 2+SQR(6/5)*(I-PHI)/PHI-'Set value for recombinationmodifier
660 '

670 ' Calculatetemperaturedistributionin segments
680 '
690 QEFF = HEAT" 'Guessan initialvalue for Qeff
700 ITCT = 0
710 '
720 '.... Loop to calculatetemperatures
730 '

740 T2(N) = TCOOL + QEFF/KCONV
750 FOR I=N TO ] STEP -I

760 TI(1) = T2(1) + QEFF*THK(1)/TCOND(1)
770 T2(I-I)= TI(1)
780 NEXT

790 QEST = HEAT-BOLTZ*EMS*(T](I)^4- THOTA4)
BOO IF ABS(QEST - QEFF)/QEFF> EPS THEN QEFF = QEST: IF ICT < MAXIT THEN 740
ELSE PRINT "Temperaturenot converged""STOP
810 PRINT USING "Qeff = ##.##^^A^";QEFF
820 PRINT "Temperatures(K)
";: LOCATE CSRLIN,20"FOR I=I TO N" PRINT TAB(20) INT(TI(1))"NEXT" PRINT
TAB(20) INT(T2(N))
830 LINPOS = CSRLIN

840 COLOR 7" PRINT "Segment Type Zeta TauD(s) TauS(s)
TauB(s)"-COLOR 3
850 '
860 ' Calculatetemperaturesensitiveconstants
870 '

880 FOR I=1 TO N" TAV(1)=SQR(TI(1))*SQR(T2(1))
890 GRADT(1)= (T2(1)-TI(1))/THK(1)
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1360 LOCATE LINPOS+N+4,15"PRINT "Iteration" ICT TAB(30) "Direction" SW
TAB(45) "Psi " CSNG(PS2)" "'}
1370 IF ICT>MAXITTHEN PRINT "Not converged""STOP
1380 IF ABS(PS2) < EPS OR ABS((PT3-PT2)/PT2)<EPS THEN 1420" 'Convergence
achieved,go on
1390 IF SGN(PSI)=SGN(PS3)THEN PRINT "Problemfindinga root"" STOP
1400 IF SGN(PS2)=SGN(PS3)THEN PT3=PT2"PS3=PS2"PT2=(PT2+PTI)/2#.SW=2" GOTO
1350

1410 IF SGN(PS2)=SGN(PSI)THEN PTI=PT2'PSI=PS2"PT2=(PT2+PT3)/2#"SW=I' GOTO
1350
1420 GOTO 1680
1430 '
1440 ' This is the subroutinefor findingthe concentrationconstants
1450 '
1460 ON TYP(1) GOSUB 2350,2400,2400"'This gives CIHAT
1470 IF CIHAT<-HTHEN PRINT "Problemwith value of CIHAT" " CIHAT" STOP
1480 MLT=I" IF (G<OAND CIHAT>=O)OR (G>O AND CIHAT<O)THEN MLT=-I
1490 ON TYP(1) GOSUB 2450,2460,2470"'Find correspondingvalues of C2HAT
1500 CI(0) = CIHAT"C2(O)=C2HAT"'This is for later evaluationof nl
1510 ON TYP(1) GOSUB 2510,2570,2630''This finds CI(I) and C2(I)
1520 FOR I=I TO N-I" 'Solvethe interracialequations
1530 ON TYP(1) GOSUB 2690,2700,2710:'Find n(i) = CONC
1540 ON TYP(1) GOSUB 2750,2760,2770"'Find GRAD n(i) = DCONC
1550 ON TYP(I+I)GOSUB 2810,2870,2930"'This finds remainingC1(i) and C2(i)
1560 NEXT
1570 '

1580 ' Now find the error in permeationflux
1590 '
1600 I = N" ON TYP(N) GOSUB 2690,2700,2710"'Findn2
1610 ON TYP(N) GOSUB 2750,2760,2770"'FindGRAD n2
1620 FPN = MU*KR2*CONC*DENS(N)*ABS(CONC).'Permeation/N(n)
1630 PSI = FPN/PHI/FLUX*DENS(N)-FGS
!640 RETURN
1650 '

16_0 ' Begin output of results
1670 '

1680 CLOSE" LOCATE LINPOS+N+2'PRINT TAB(24) " CONCENTRATIONS
"" PRINT "

"" LOCATE CSRLIN-I
1690 PRINT "x/L Implant";" FOR I=I TO N" PRINT '° Zone " I;' NEXT
1700 RHO(O) = RHO(1)"LAMI(O)= LAMI(1)"LAM2(O)=LAM2(1)'THK(O)=DELTA"CMAX=O
1710 FOR J=O TO 10
1720 FOR I=O TO N

1730 X = J/IO*THK(1)'ON TYP(1) GOTO 1740, 1760, 1780
1740 CON(J,I)= CI(1)*EXP(LAMI(1)*X)+C2(1)*EXP(LAM2(1)*X)
1750 GOTO 1790

1760 CON(J,I)= EXP(-BETA(1)*X)*(CI(1)*COS(Q(1)*X)+C2(1)*SIN(Q(1)*X))
1770 GOTO 1790

1780 CON(J,I)= (CI(1)+C2(1)*X)*EXP(-BETA(1)*X)
1790 IF CON(J,I)>CMAXTHEN CMAX=CON(J,I)
1800 IF CON(J,I)>HIC(1)THEN HIC(1)=CON(J,I)
1810 NEXT I,J"TSUM=O
1820 COLOR 3' FOR I=I TO N" TAUS(1)=TAUS(1)/HIC(1)-LOCATE LINPOS+I,42"PRINT
USING "##.##^^^^";TAUS(1)
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1830 TEST(1)= TAUD(1)/2*(I+1/(ZETA(1)+(HIC(1)/RHO(1)/9.8696#)hI!)):TSUM =
TSUM+TEST(1)
IB40 LOCATE LINPOS+I,54:PRINT USING "##.##h^hh";TEST(1):NEXT:LOCATE
CSRLIN,26:COLOR12: PRINT USING "Totalbreakthroughtime (d)
##.##hhhh";TSUM/86400I

" 1850 '
1860 ' Find permeationrates
1870 '

" 1880 ON TYP(N) GOTO 1890, 1910, 1930
1890 PERM = -D2(N)*(C](N)*(LAMI(N)+ETA(N))*EXP(LAMI(N)*THK(N))+C2(N)*(LAM2(N)+
ETA(N))*EXP(LAM2(N)*THK(N)))*4.164E-IB*AREA*DENS(N)
1900 GOTO 1940

1910 PERM = -D2(N)*EXP(-BETA(N)*THK(N))*(-CI(N)*Q(N)*SIN(Q(N)*THK(N))+C2(N)*
Q(N)*COS(Q(N)*THK(N)))*4.164E-15*AREA*DENS(N)
1920 GOTO 1940
1930 PERM = -D2(N)*EXP(-BETA(N)*THK(N))*(CI(N)+C2(N)*THK(N))*4.164E-15
*AREA*DENS(N)
1940 LOCATECSRLIN,26:COLOR 12: PRINT USING "Permeationrate (Ci/d)
##,##^^hhll; PERM
1950 COLOR 7: LOCATE LINPOS-N-2,41:PRINT "inventories(Ci)";
1960 LOCATE LINPOS-N-I,31:PRINT "Mobile Trapped Both";
1970 FOR I=I TO N: ON TYP(1) GOSUB 2990, 3010, 3030: MOB=MOB+MOBINV(1)
1980 TRAPINV(1)=PHI*MOBINV(1)/(ZETA(1)+CON(5,1)/RHO(1)):TRP=TRP+TRAPINV(1)
1990 COLOR 12: LOCATE LINPOS-N-I+I,30:PRINT USING "##.##^hhh ##.##^^^h
##.##AA^^";MOBINV(1),TRAPINV(1),MOBINV(1)+TRAPINV(1);:NEXT: TOT=MOB+TRP
2000 COLOR 7: LOCATE LINPOS-2,66:PRINT "TOTAL";
2010 COLOR 10: LOCATE LINPOS-I,65:PRINT USING "##.##hA^^";TOT;
2020 LOCATE LINPOS+5+N,I
2030 FOR J=O TO 10 STEP 2: PRINT USING "#.#";J/t0;
2040 FOR I=O TO N: PRINT USING " ##.##^^^^";CON(J,I);:NEXT: PRINT
2050 NEXT: PRINT "Press any key to toggle contourplot then [Q] to quit";
2060 A$=INKEY$: IF AS="" THEN 2060
2070 '
2080 ' Plot concentrationprofiles
2090 '
2100 SCREEN 9,0,1,1
2110 XX = O: FOR I=O TO N: SG(1)=XX:XX=XX+THK(1)
2120 FOR J=O TO 10: CON(J,I)=300-CON(J,I)/CMAX*250:NEXT: NEXT
2130 FOR I=O TO N: FOR J=O TO 10: X(J,I)=(J/IO*THK(1)+SG(1))/XX*400+120:NEXT:
NEXT
2140 CLS: LINE (120,300)-(520,50),7,BF:PRESET(120,300),I:LINE
-(X(O,O),CON(O,O)),14:DRAW "NLIO"
2150 LOCATE 1,40-LEN(PROB$)/2:PRINTPROB$
2160 LOCATE4,6: PRINT USING "##.##A^^h";CMAX:LOCATE 22,14: PRINT "0'°
2170 FOR J = i TO 13: LOCATE 6+J: PRINT MID$("Concentration",J,1):NEXT
2180 FOR I=O TO N: COLOR 3+I: IF I>O THEN LOCATE 23+INT(I/2)-INT((I-I)/2),
17+SG(1)/XX*50:PRINT MATL$(1);:HIC(1)=O
2190 FOR J=O TO 10: LINE -(X(J,I),CON(J,I)):NEXT: IF I>O THEN LINE
-(X(]O,I),300)
2200 NEXT
2210 LOCATE 1,60q

2220 A$=INKEY$: IF AS="" THEN 2220
2230 IF A$="q" OR A$='°Q''THEN SCREENO,O,O:STOP
2240 SCREEN 9,0,0,0q
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2250 A$=INKEY$" IF AS="" THEN 2250
2260 IF A$="q" OR A$="Q" THEN SCREENO,O,O'STOP
2270 SCREEN 9,0,1,1"GOTO 2220
2280 '
2290 ' This sectionis a collectionof subroutinesfor findingthe density
2300 ' coefficientson the respectivesegmentsdependingon the type
2310 '
2320 '
2330 ' This subroutinefinds CIHAT for Type I segments
2340 '
2350 CIHAT = ((I#-FGS)*PHI*FLUX/DENS(1)/DI(1)-(LAM2(1)+ETA(1))*SQR((I#-FGS)*
PHI*FLUX)/SQR(MU*KRI)/DENS(1))/(LAMI(I)-LAM2(1))
2360 RETURN
2370 '
2380 ' This subroutinefinds CIHAT for Type II and Ill segments
2390 '
2400 CIHAT = SQR((I#-FGS)*PHI*FLUX/MU/KRI)/DENS(1)
2410 RETURN
2420 '
2430 ' These subroutinesget C2HAT given CIHAT
2440 '
2450 C2HAT = G*(I+MLT*SQR(CIHAT/H+I))-CIHAT"RETURN:' Type I
2460 C2HAT = (MU*KRI*DENS(1)/DI(1)*CIHAT*CIHAT+(BETA(1)-ETA(1))*CIHAT)/Q(1)"
RETURN" 'Type II
2470 C2HAT = MU*KRI*DENS(1)*CIHAT^2/DI(I)+(BETA(1)-ETA(I))*CIHAT• RETURN"
'Type Ill
2480 '

2490 ' This subroutinefinds CI(1) and C2(I) for Type I segments
2500 '
2510 CI(I) = -PHI*FLUX/DENS(I)/DI(1)/(LAMI(I)-LAM2(I))*EXP(-LAMI(1)*DELTA)+
CIHAT

2520 C2(1) = (CIHAT-CI(1))*EXP((LAMI(I)-LAM2(I))*DELTA)+C2HAT
2530 RETURN
2540 '
2550 ' This subroutinefinds CI(I) and C2(I) for Type II segments
2560 '
2570 C1(I) = CIHAT+PHI*FLUX/DENS(1)/DI(I)/Q(1)*SIN(Q(I)*DELTA)
2580 C2(I) = (CIHAT-CI(1))*COS(Q(I)*DELTA/SIN(Q(I)*DELTA)+C2HAT
2590 RETURN
2600 '
2610 ' This subroutinefinds CI(I) and C2(I) for Type Ill segments
2620 '
2630 CI(I) = -DELTA*PHI*FLUX/DENS(1)/DI(I)*EXP(BETA(1)*DELTA)+CIHAT
2640 C2(I) = (CIHAT-CI(I))/TAN(Q(1)*DELTA)+C2HAT
2650 RETURN
2660 '
2670 ' These subroutinesfind n(i) for Type I, II, or Ill segments
2680 '
2690 CONC = FNFI(I,THK(1))"RETURN
2700 CONC = FNF2(I,THK(1))-RETURN
2710 CONC = FNF3(I,THK(1))-RETURN
2720 '
2730 ' These subroutinescalculateconcentrationgradients
2740 '
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